INTRODUCTION
Presented here is our methodology for developing 1.1 ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS automated aids for diagnosing faults in complex systems. We undertook this research at the Pacific Our research in fault diagnosis at PNl. grew out of Northwest Laboratory (PNL)(a) for the U.S. Departour work in root-cause analysis (RCA). RCA is the ment of Energy and the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory process of determining the fundamental cause for the Commission. We have designed these aids as multidegradation or failure of an artifact. An artifact is a level-multiagent diagnostic a_ds based on principles process, concept, or physical object. The cause is determined to be fundamental if its correction prethat should be generally applicable to any complex vents the recurrence of the same failure in the same system. In this methodology, "multi-level" refers to information models described at successive levels of way [1] .
abstraction that are tied together in such a way that RCA consists of two major activities: fault diagnosis reasoning is directed to the appropriate level as and root-cause evaluation (RCE). These activities determined by the problem solving requirements. The concept of "multiagent" refers to the method of and their relation with each other are shown in information processing within the multilevel model Figure 1 in relation to a "plant" within which a network; each model in the network is an independcomplex process-system can be found. (Later we will introduce a prototype process-system to which we ent information processor, i.e., an intelligent agent.
will relate the concepts of this diagnostic aid.) Within the construct shown in the figure, the putIn this section, we discuss our motivation for doing research in fault diagnosis, the objective of our pose of fault diagnosis is to determine the plant research, a general approach to developing diagnostic events and conditions that are associated with a aids, and conclude with an overview of the contents specific symptom. Then RCE is used to determine of remainder of this report, the cause of the events and condition. The following scenario is provided to facilitate knowledge requirements, 2) constructing models, and understanding of what we mean by RCA. Suppose 3) developing the requirements for representation while driving a car the driver notices that the engine schemes. is overheating and an inspection determines that the radiator hose has blown. The engine cooling system 1.2.1 Knowledge Requirements Determination is subsequently fixed and the blown radiator hose is Determining the knowledge requirements for an inteldeclared as the root cause. However, after the car is ligent software system is fundamental to its developdriven another 1000 miles the engine again overheats mont. This activity determines what information is and the radiator hose is again blown.
needed in the problem-solving activity and how it is to be used. This time the driver notifies the car company that he has had the same problem twice. Unknown to the We group knowledge for fault diagnosis into two driver the ca1 company has received this same combroad groups: cognitive task and process-system plaint from 50% of the drivers who own cars of this knowledge. Cognitive task knowledge is knowledge of model and year. The car company explains to the how to perform a task such as fault diagnosis. This driver that the specified radiator hose is not properly knowledge includes inference methods, control stratdesigned to operate under the normal cooling system egy, procedures, and methods or criteria for making pressure, temperature, and fluid flow. The company decisions. Cognitive task knowledge is used with has specified a new radiator hose that meets the process-system knowledge to develop conclusions cooling system design requirements. A new radiator about the behavior of the plant. hose _s installed in the cooling system and radiator hose blowout does not recur. The root cause is now
The process-system knowledge consists of knowledge properly assigned to the design of the original about the process-system structure, function, conradiator hose.
straints, physics, faults, and fault-association. Processsystem knowledge is used with plant (process-system) In the degradation scenario discussed above, faultstate and event data to develop information about diagnosis determines that the process-system conthe behavior of the plant. dition associated with the over-temperature symptom is a blown radiator hose. RCE determines that the During the reasoning process, the knowledge concause of the blown radiator hose is inappropriate tained in these two groups are related to each other, hose design, back and forth, to draw conclusions about the process-system, as illustrated in Figure 2 . In this report, we discuss principally the determination and 1.2 GENERAL APPROACH specification of process-system knowledge.
lt is our opinion that software development in general is evolving from an ad hoc activity to an Two knowledge acquisition activities are employed engineering discipline. At a minimum, the classical for developing process-system knowledge. The first is life-cycle approach to software system development problem definition and consists of methods for deterincludes tasks such as problem definition, conceptual mining process-system structure, function, condesign, design, construction, certification, implestraints, and physics. The second is model construcmentation, and maintenance. Intelligent systems, on tion and consists of constraint, fault-class, and the other hand, modify these tasks by requiring adqualitative analysis. These knowledge acqo_sitiun ditional activities to be performed. In our approach, activities are discussed in detail in Section 3.0, we categorize these activities as 1) determining "Acquisition of Process-System Knowledge."
Stratton/Jarrett/September 1991 Interaction between the process-system and task models
Model Construction construction activity is used to construct fault-
For knowledge to be utilized in an automated frameassociations models. Quantitative and agent models work, it must be represented in an accessible and are developed in the problem definition activity. useful form for computer processing. We chose These model development activities are discussed in models as the method to document knowledge. By detail in See'don 3.0, "Acquisition of Process-System model we mean a representation of a specified reality Knowledge." which captures some essential aspects of the reality within a framework of a representation method. The 1.2.3 Representation Scheme Requirements model of the reality provides a means of exploring Development the properties of that reality. This definition is an Once the process-system knowledge is represented as adaptation of the definition for mathematical models a system of quantitative and qualitative models, it is presented by J. L. Casti [2]. The important issues necessary to determine the knowledge representation concerning models are that 1) they explicitly capture requirements in order that the models can be impleessential aspects 2) in an appropriate representation reenter in a software framework. Because we are us-3) in order to explore properties of the reality. This ing a model-based reasoning approach, the represenmeans that the essential properties and the purpose tation scheme will have a general requirement that it of the model must be understood, lt also means that provide a means for the knowledge to be organized the method for representing the model must allow and executed as a system of successively abstract and for inferencing that accomplishes its purpose, integrated models which function interactively as required during problem solving. Further discussion For fault diagnosis, the essential properties are of model-based reasoning can be found in Davis [3] knowledge of the process-system and how to perform and Proceedings [4] . a diagnosis. In our methodology for developing automated aids for fault diagnosis, this knowledge is Representation scheme requirements are determined represented as models using quantitative calculus, a by analyzing the cognitive and process-system knowl-.
qualitative calculus, predicate logic, and intelligent edge. These requirements generate, a specification agents, which the representation scheme should satisfy. The representation scheme should provide methods for As might be expected, because the major categories representing and organizing information as well as of knowledge are cognitive task and process-system, methods for performing inference and reasoning conthe major categories of model development are the trol. Representation scheme requirements for fault same. In this chapter, however, we only discuss the diagnosis are discussed in detail in Section 4.0, modeling of process-system knowledge. The model "Representation Scheme Requirements."
KNOWLEDGE REQUIREMENT ISSUES
Before discussing the major subjects of this report exchanger. The process-system has several modes. (knowledge determination, model construction, and These modes are defined by the pump speed (two developing requirements for representationschemes), speeds) and the settings of the valves. The instruwe feel it is important to first discuss some general mentation for this system is, as shown in Figure 3 , issues associated with knowledge requirements. Spelabeled as follows: Z indicates position; Z1, 7_2,and cificaUy, in this section we discuss 1) knowledge 7_.3indicate the position of V1, V2, and V3, respecrequirements for process-system control and diagtively. Mass flow rate is indicated by M: M1 is the nosis, 2) the relationship between knowledge requirecoolant mass flow rate and M2 is the process fluid ments for different cognitive tasks, and 3) interaction mass flow rate. Pressure then is indicated by P: P1 is between quantitative and qualitative knowledge, the pump inlet pressure and P2 is the pump discharge pressure. Finally, temperature is indicated by T: T1 and "I"3indicate the tube inlet and outlet 2.1 PROTOTYPE SYSTEM temperatures, respectively, and T2 and T4 indicate the shell inlet and outlet temperatures, respectively. In illustrating and discussing the concepts to be presented in this section and the remainder of this report, we will use a cooling system of the kind used 2.2 KNOWLEDGE KEQUIREMENTS in nuclear reactor service water systems as a proto-
FOR CONTROL AND DIAGNOSIS
type of a process-system. A diagram of the prototype is shown in Figure 3 . The function of this processAnalyzing task scenarios for a proc_s-system system is to cool the process fluid routed through provides an initial understanding of knowledge the shell side of the heat exchanger. The system requirements. In the following, we discuss control consists of a pump, three valves (V1, V2, and V3), and diagnostic scenarios with respect to our protoa heat exchanger, interconnecting piping, and type process-system, which is in the cooling mode as instrumentation, shown in Figure 4 . In the figure, the process fluid is being cooled, the components of the system are in In operation, the pump draws water into the system the following states: the pump is running at 100% from the river and routes it through the tube side of capacity; V1 is 50% open, V2 is fully open, and V3 the heat exchanger. A different system then routes is closed. State variables have the present reading: the process fluid through the shell side of the heat M1 -100,000 lbm/hr and T4 = 600°F. 
Figure 4. Prototype state vector and associated control and diagnostic results
The control task analyzes the process-system data the artifact reasoned about and the reasoning task and determines that the outlet temperature of the itself and 2) each task contains knowledge unique to process fluid has exceeded a limit value of 570°F.
itself and knowledge that is common to some other The control response under this scenario is to cognitive tasks. Both of these conclusions are illusincrease the opening of valve V1 to 75%, as shown trated in Figure 5 . in Figure 4 , the effect of which is to increase the cooling mass flow. Listed in Table 1 is a sample of 2.3.1 Knowledge Resolution the types of knowledge needed to perform this task.
Additionally, a word of caution is needed concerning knowledge resolution and its effect on task performIn this scenario, as shown also in Figure 4 , as the ance. That is, having knowledge of the value of a control task is being accomplished, the diagnostic state variable, such as mass flow rate, may not be task also analyzes the process-system data and coneffective in the performance of diagnosis until it cludes that a fault is present in the heat exchanger reaches a threshold value because of the resolution and that the faulty state is due to a tube block. The required of the variable in the task. We will illustrate basis for this diagnosis is that the cooling mass flow this concern in the following example of the has unexpectedly decreased, and the calculated heat diagnosis of a tube block in the heat exchanger, the rates are not in agreement with each other. Listed in prototype process-system. Table 2 is a sample of the types of knowledge needed to perform this task.
A block in the tube of the heat exchanger causes the mass flow to decrease due to the increase in flow As a side issue, think about an advanced control resistance. Also the calculated heat rates are not system that dynamically alters its control strategy equal because the wrong value of the heat tran_ler based on diagnostic input, surface area is used to calculated heat rates (the design value is use instead of the actual value). However, in practice the degree of the degradation 2.3 SOME OBSERVATIONS ABOUT caused by the block may be so small that it is masked KNOWLEDGE REQUIREMENTS by the resolution of the measured parameters.
The above scenarios provide a sample of the kinds of knowledge used to perform control and diagnosis. Figure 6 . The process. .3%, which is well below the resolution of the mass system model shown in the figure is, therefore, flow rate sensor. The same reasoning applies to the composed of both quantitative and qualitative heat-rate calculations based on the change in the models. This co_nbined model executes based on outlet temperatures that is due to the small percentvalues of process-system state variables and events. age change in the heat transfer surface area.
The qualitative and quantitative models develop information about qualitative and quantitative This phenomenon suggests that in real world diagnosbehavior, respectively. In some cases, the models tic aids the effect of sensor resolution must be interact based on the information they develop. For understood in context of the knowledge requirements instance, a qualitative model may be used to examine and the cognitive task. Knowledge must be analyzed mass flow rate to determine whether it is increasing, to determine whether it has a threshold restriction, decreasing, or constant. Based on the results of the That is, the knowledge value must exceed a certain examination, the qualitative model may conclude that threshold value before it can be used effectively in a fault is present and signal a quantitative model to problem solving, calculate the heat rates needed to provide further information for the diagnosis. Both qualitative and 2.3.2 Heterogeneous Knowledge Interaction quantitative models will be discussed further in Section 3.0. Also indicated by the task scenarios is that processsystem knowledge exists in at least two forms, quanti- 
ACQUISITION OF PROCESS-SYSTEM KNOWLEDGE
Process-system knowledge is acquired from system fault-classes it was determined that Asian clam documentation, operation and maintenance records, infestation can be a principle cause of heat exchanger text books, and system experts. In this section, we blocking and that knowledge of the fluid chemistry is • discuss our method for acquiring and modeling necessary to determine the potential for this kind of process-system knowledge for the development of fault. automated fault diagnostic assistants. This method consists of two major activities--problem definition and model construction--and their associated subac-3.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION tivities, as illustrated in Figure 7 . The problem
The problem definition activity determines informadefinition activity determines process-system structure, function, physics, constraints, and tion about the process-system structure, function, fault-classes. Model construction uses the knowledge constraints, physics, and fault-classes. The following discusses problem definition subactivities and the developed in the problem definition activity to methods we employ to perform them. construct models via constraint, fault-class, and qualitative analysis.
Structure Determination
These two activities and the subactivities that Structure is the actual makeup and environment comprise them are not necessarily performed of the process-system and is expressed in terms sequentially. In fact, there is a large amount of of composition, connectivity, and object-class interplay between activities and between subactivities information. Structure knowledge is used to partition within an activity. The interplay between physics and the problem for analysis, provide a list of elements fault-class determination serves as an example. An that directly or indirectly participate in faults, and initial examination of the heat exchanger physics determine system functions. Structure is expressed at suggests that heat rate, mass flow rate, and different levels of abstraction described as an conservation of mass and energy are sufficient to organized collection of subsystems, components, and characterize the physics. However, when determining parts. (Parts makeup components, subsystems are
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Problem Definition Figure 7 . Process-system knowledge acquisition activities comprised of components, and subsystems are internal process fluid and the function of the heat combined to define systems.) exchanger is to exchange heat between the river water and an internal process fluid. Function can be Composition explicitly defines the elements that expressed hierarchically. makeup the process-system. The principal composition relation between structural elements is the Process-=_tem functions are determined from the "composed-of' relation. The prototype cooling system physics and st__:ctural elements of the process-system. is composed-of'develop kinetic energy," "route fluid," Function determination can be viewed as a combinaand "exchange heat" subsystems. The exchange heat tion of both goal-and data-directed analysis. In the subsystem is composed-of the heat exchanger which goal-directed analysis, the process physics is analyzed is composed-of shell, tubes, inlet water box, outlet to determine the dependent and independent paramwater box, cooling fluid, and cooled fluid, eters. From this analysis, functions are derived that abstract and relate the associations between these
Connectivity speci_es how structural elements are parameters. Data-directed analysis begins with the connected via the "connected-to" relation. T,lere are process-system components and determines the funcat least two types of connectivity: physical and tions of each component. For further discussion conenvironmental.
Physical connectivity expresses the cerning the use of process-system functions in direct or explicit connection between elements. The reasoning, see Stratton
, and system pump is connected-to inlet and outlet pipes, Moorthy [7] . the pump outlet pipe is connected-to valve (V1) and so forth. Instrumentation connected-to components 3.1.3 Constraint Determination are also defined by the connectivity relation, e.g., We broadly define a constraint as a confinement or pressure sensor P1 is connected-to the pump inlet, restriction. In this context, assumptions and requirecurrent sensor I1 is connected-to the pump motor ments are not constraints but they do impose conwindings, and speed sensor $1 is connected-to the straints. Constraints are developed from the problem pump shaft. Environmental connectivity expresses an to be solved and the capabilities of the software implicit connection between structural elements. An system to be built. They are used to specify and insulated pipe may be environmentally connected to bound the process and relevant physics and impose a pump motor in that the pipe can develop surface requirements on the reasoning task. condensation which would drip onto the motor windings and contacts. Constraints can be group as natural and synthetic.
Natural constraints consists of physics properties, Object-class information documents generic knowlprocess parameters, and sensor capability. Synthetic edge about structural elements from a class perspecconstraints are classified as computing environment tive. The object-class knowledge is viewed as typical and funding level constraints. The synthetic conknowledge associated with a structural element. An straints restrict the size and scope of the problem to example of object-class knowledge is illustrated by be solved. In an implicit way, the synthetic conexamining the parts that makeup components, e.g., a straints impose restrictions and refinements on the valve consists of a body, bonnet, stem, and disk and natural constraints. Examples of natural constraints a pump consists of a case, shaft, seals, impeller, and (see Table 3 ) are fluid characteristics (physics motor, properties), constancy of and relation between state 3.1.2 Function Determination variables (process parameters), and sensor set size, accuracy, and resolution (sensor capability). Function defines the purpose of an artifact. In this context, an artifact is a process-system, subsystem, Determination of constraints is performed by an component, or component part. As an example, the analysis of the process-system characteristics and the function of the prototype system is to cool an capabilities and limits of the soft,;-are system. Heat Flow Rate Constraints are then defined based on the processq = M Cp (Tout -Tin) system structure, behavior, and actual and desired Thermodynamics q = U As LMTD limits and capabilities.
Conservation of Energy
Physics Determination qshell = qtubes = qxf
Process-system physics consists of the quantitative Definition of Terms:
relations that expressthe process-systemthermodyp = density; v -average fluid velocity at Ac; namics, hydrodynamics, chemical dynamics, and Ac -fluid cross section area; Cp = fluid heat electromagnetic properties. These relations are detercapacity; Tout and Tin are fluid outlet and inlet mined from an analysis of the physical system, chemitemperatures; U = heat transfer coefficient cal processes, constraints, faults, and reasoning between tubes and shell fluids; As = total tube surface area; LMTD = log mean temperature requirements. The physics defines expected process difference; and qshell, qtubes, and qxf are the behavior and specifies fundamental process models heat rates for the shell fluid, tube fluid, and from which fault models are developed. Some of the between fluids. prototype process physics are illustrated in Table 4 . Table 4 .
Fault-class Determination

Example prototype physics properties
In the context of a process-system, a fault is a condition that mars, flaws, or defects the processassociated degradation mechanisms. Additionally, system structure or process resulting in off-normal fault-class determination specifies potential location behavior. A fault can be viewed as a dynamic reof faults within the process-system structure. design of the process-system brought about by a degradation mechanism. Fault and degradation Fault-classes are discovered by component and mechanisms are varied. The purpose of fault-class process degradation analysis and operation and determination is to discover the types of faults and maintenance experience. Like function determination discussed above, fault-class discovery is both data and because the reasoner must be able to recognize its goal directed. In goal-directed analysis, the compolimitations in context of the constraint envelope (the nents and processes are analyzed to determine what set of constraints determined during problem definican malfunction and how these malfunctions can be tion). When inside the envelope, the reasoner should brought about. Analysis of experience gained from be able to recognize this situation and function as operation and maintenance provides a data-directed per design. However, when the constraint envelope method for determining faults, causes, and locations, has been breached, then the reasoner must recognize the breach, revise its reasoning capability, and notify The results of both kinds of analyses are combined to the user. provide a specification of faults, fault mechanisms, fault-classes, and fault locations. Table 5 specifies the Constraint analysis is performed by determining the prototype fault-classes, faults and locations. Fault implications of the constraints, analyzing the processmechanisms are discussed in Jarrell [8] .
system relations that define the constraint implication, dete_aining constraint reasoning requirements, and developing a strategy for handling constraint 3.2 MODEL CONSTRUCTION violations. Examples of the implication determination and analysis are illustrated in Table 6 . The In the following we discuss model construction reasoning requirement for the single-phase fluid consubactivities: constraint, fault-class, and qualitative straint is that the reasoner must understand the analysis. These subactivities are used to develop both relation between temperature, pressure, and fluid quantitative and qualitative information models of phase. Based on this relation and the real-time state the process-system. Additionally, we provide an of the fluid, the reasoner determines whether the illustration of how the quantitative a::d qualitative fluid has violated the single-phase constraint. models interact to develop on-line knowledge that is later used in diagnosis.
The final part of constraint analysis is to determine the reasoner response in the event of a constraint 3.2.1 Constraint Analysis violation. There are several alternatives for dealing The purpose of constraint analysis is to determine with constraint violations. The reasoning scope can reasoning implications and requirements associated be reduced such that reasoning domains not affected with :he process-system constraints. This is necessary by the violation remain in effect and capabilities Using the above relations, we compare the actual and calculated values to determine the relation
The actual values are determine using known between calculated heat rates: theoretical behavior of the independent variables . based on the specified fault. If the fault under Mtubes = M1 consideration is a heat exchanger tube block, then Mshell = M2 the actual heat transfer area, AS, and therefore heat As < As(design) transfer, qxf, will decrease. However, the calculated U = U(design) values are determined using design and sensed values qtube(a) = qtube(e) of the independent variables. For the same block qsheli(a) -" qsheil(c) fault, the calculated value of qxf will be based on qxf(a) < qxf(c)" the designed value of As , and the designed As is The purpose of qualitative analysis is the same as that for fault-class analysis, i.e., to derive fault-3.2. 4 Quantitative and Qualitative Model association models that specify process-system behavior in context of faults, constraints, and physical Interaction structure. This activity is performed by developing
The above methods of knowledge acquisition have qualitative models from quantitative models and then resulted in a set of quantitative (physics relations) analyzing the qualitative models in context of conand quantitative (constraint relations and faultstraints and faults. Development of the qualitative associations) relations that specify the process-system mass flow-rate relation as it applies to a generic heat behavior during normal and faulted operation. The exchanger demonstrates this process. The quantitafollowing illustrates how these models might interact tive relation for mass flow is M = p v Ac.
during the operation of the prototype system.
Initially, prior to time t2, both sets of models are
The quantitative model set calculates heat rates using quiescent. At t2, the qualitative model set is activated the complete heat exchanger state vector, (Ml(t2), to analyze the new state of the mass flow rate, M2(t2 ), Tl(t2 ), T2(t2 ), T3(t2 ), T4(t2)). The heat-rate Ml(t2 ), as shown in Figure 8 . lt is determined that information is sent to both the qualitative model set the qualitative mass flow derivative, aM1, is less and the task reasoner. The qualitative model set evalthan -o.ro which implies that a fault is present, uates the new state information to determine addifault(present,t2). The qualitative model set sends tional diagnostic information. Qualitative heat-rate its diagnostic findings to the task reasoner and analysis indicates that there is either a block in the signals the quantitative model set that a fault is tubes or plugging of a previously existing leak. This present, new information is sent to the task reasoner and both model sets return to a quiescent mode. 
REPRESENTATION
SCHEME REQUIREMENTS
Subsequent to process-system knowledge acquisition capabilities, shown in Table 7 , specify the elements we develop the intelligent diagnostic aid conceptual that makeup a representation scheme. design which is then used to specify the representation scheme requirements. In this section, we illusFault diagnosis knowledge and reasoning requiretrate elements of the conceptual design and discuss merits plP:e constraints on the elements of the what we mean by representation scheme requirerepresentation scheme. The representation element ments and how they relate to the conceptual design defines the methods for recording and interpreting and are developed, information based on a defined syntax and seraantics. This eiement must allow for documenting the process-system structure, function, behavior, and 4.1 REPRESENTATION SCHEME knowledge of how to diagnose. The organization ISSUES element provides methods for organizing and abstracting information, lt must allow for the specification of By representation scheme we mean a language, shell, intelligent agents and agent hierarchies. The inferor tool that is used to implement an information ence element provides methods for knowledge processing task in software. (See Levesque [10] for a computation and must provide the capability for broad general discussion of knowledge representation performiag implication, inheritance, discrepancy and reasoning.) The representation scheme used to analysis, _nd fault-association reasoning. The reasonimplement an intelligent diagnostic aid must provide ing conU 91element provides methods for determina capability for documenting and executing both ing what computations to perform and when to perqualitative and quantitative models. This means that form them. The remainder of Section 4.0 discusses in it must provide a capability for representing and some detail the elements of the fault diagnostic organizing information and methods for performrepresentation scheme. The discussion for the most ing inference and controlling reasoning. These part will be in context of the prototype system previously defined. Table 7 .
Representation scheme capabilities, elements, and examples
There are a large number of languages, shells, and deciding that the purpose of the saw will be the cut tools--Le., representation schemes--available for down trees. Whereas in Approach 2 you would first implementing information processing systems. Each determine that the purpose is to cut down trees and scheme potentially provides a different depth and then specify the purchase of a chain saw. breath of representation scheme elements (not ali representation schemes are equal). "lids situation Additionally, it should be recognized that i,' might be suggests that there are multiple ways, a spectrum of desirable or necessary to acquire more than one approaches, in which to select a representation vendor representation scheme to satisfy the logical scheme to implement intelligent diagnostic aids. The representation scheme requirements specified by the two ends of the spectrum are illustrated in Figure 9 .
conceptual design.
In Approach 1, the representation scheme is acquired prior to determining what information processing 4.2 REPRESENTATION ELEMENT task is to be automated. In this approach, the The representation element defines the methods for problem and associated solution targeted for automation do not levy constraints on the representation recording and interpreting information based on a scheme selection. In Approach 2, the conceptual defined synt_ and semantics, lt is used to document the process-system structure, function, behavior, and design is developed and analyzed to identify representation scheme requirements. Then the knowledge of how to diagnose. Table 8 lists the caterepresentation scLeme is acqui:ed, gories of process-system information to be documented and includes examples of e:'ch. The "How-to-
The representation scheme selected for implementing Diagnose" category contains two types of informaa software system constrains the scope, capability, tion, as shown in the table. flexibility, and efficiency of the software system. In
Information to be Represented Approach l, the representation scheme biases the development and implementation of the problem
The first is information about diagnosis tasks: fault solution. In Approach 2, the problem and conceptual recognition, localization, identification, and specifisolution bias the representation scheme. It is our cation. The second is information about how tasks perspective that Approach 2 should be used when are accomplished and includes discrepancy analysis, developing intelligent diagnostic aids. Approach 1 is fault-association analysis, and meta-analysis. The analogous to purchasing a cross-cut saw and then relation between these two types of information is Table 8 . Categories of process-systern information illustrated by examining how discrepancy analysis is artificial intelligence. The qualitative calculus we are used in the fault-recognition task. As the name presently using is based on the calculus specified by implies, the purpose of the fault-recognition task is de Kleer and Brown [9]. For a discussion or how we to determine the presence of a fault in the processinterpret and use their qualitative calculus, see system. Discrepancy analysis is one means of deterStratton and Jarrell [1] . This representation has three mining a fault's presence. This type of analysis symbols in its. number space: -1, 0, and 1. The 0 evaluates (or simulates), based on real-time state symbol refers to values of 0, -1 symbol refers to vector information, the state of the process-system, values less than zero, and the 1 symbol refers to lt then compares this simulated state to the actual or numbers greater than zero. expected state to determine whether there is any disagreement whicia indicates the presence of a fault.
The operators in the qualitative representation are a subset of the quantitative operators. Because a quali .... 
Representation
Table 9. Representation methods and their features
environments temperature is greater that 328°F and domain to be modeled. We pre_sently define a the pressure is less than 100 psi.
hierarchy as a tree structure in wt, ich each parent node has one or more children and, except for leaf An agent representation method consLsts of a symbol nodes, each child has one parent (leaf node connecspace in which agents are defined with features tions are discussed later). We use both component consisting of a name, attributes, value, and relations, object (based on object description) and processAn example of an agent is the "Develop K.E." agent, system function hierarchies (based on class Figure 10 illustrates a generic agent containing abstraction). process-system information.
Object hierarchies are used to organize generic t_zonomical knowledge about component classes and 4.3 ORGANIZATION instances in a "kind-of' relationship, e.g., a valve is a kind-of mechanical component as illustrated in The organization element provides methods for Figure 11 . Component classes describe object types organizing and abstracting information. Organization such as pumps and valves, and component instances is developed around the notion of intelligent agents describe actual objects that exist somewhere in the and hierarchies of agents. Agents were discussed in real world (valve 1, valve 2, and valve 3). The the previous section, purpose of the object hierarchy is to organize generic Hierarchies organize information based on object information about component classes and specific information about component instances. The comdescription and class abstraction. There are several ponent class hierarchy is relatively static and changes kinds of hierarchies and for each there are multiple only when new components classes are determined or ways in which the hierarchy can be defined, as shown when new components are constructed. in Stratton [5] , Mesarovic [12] Figure 11 . Example of an object description hierarchy based on component e.g., the function to exchange heat between the promined and specified. A ground function is the cess fluids is part-of the function to control fluid function just before the leaf nodes. Route Fluid is a heat (Figure 12 ). This hierarchy specifies the ground function to which the leaf nodes Valve 1, function and sub-functions of the process-system, Valve 2, and Valve 3 are connected. -specifies their relationships, and associates system components to ground functions. These hierarchies Leaf nodes are the physical components that comare developed by decomposing the physical system bined to provide for the functions specified at the into functions and subfunctions, generally based on ground level. Leaf nodes can be further functionally the notion of system and subsystem. Function decomdecomposed within the node itself and be expressed position proceeds until ground functions are deteras physical parts, e.g., the pump can be modeled as Figure 13 ). Implication and inheritance are generic inference methods (reasoning task independent). Implication is Component instances exist in both hierarchies. Valve a logic operation that determines the truth of z logic 1 in the object hierarchy, for instance, is the child of expression and is either goal or data directed. Goalthe "gate valve" node while in the function hierarchy directed inference determines the truth of a goal by it is the child of the "route fluid" node. Valve 1, as determining the truth of its conditions. If the an object leaf node, contains information about the conditions are true, then so is the goal; however, if generic structure and behavior of the valve. However, any condition is false, then the truth of the goal is as a function leaf node, it contains knowledge connot known and the statement is false. The general cerning its function in the designed system as well as form of a goal statement and an example are as physical connections, real-time state, and behavior follows: Table 10 ). If a data clause is determined to be By assigning "Gate Valve" as a sub-class of the true, then the reasoner tries to determine whether "Valve" class, it inherits the valve class structural any conclusion based on the data clause can be said knowledge and modifies it as appropriate. Knowledge to be true. The general form of a logical data of the generic parts remains the same; the disk-type statement and an example are as follows: attribute is defined as a gate, and the operator attribute is a list of potential values. of data and goal-directed reasoning and iterates between them based on the present state of the state(expected) ,, state(calculated) -> diagnosis. Fault diagnosis consists of subtasks that fault(present) recognized, localize, identify, and specify the fault [1] . Each of these subtasks employs inference methods aM(calculated,t1) < aM(expected,t1) -> for reasoning about process-system knowledge to fault(present), determine knowledge about the central theme of the subtask, e.g., recognize fault and localize fault. Fault-association inference is used to determine the location and cause of the fault using expressions that
The function hierarchy can be generalized as three relate object state to fault state. Fault associations levels of agents: top, intermediate, and ground agents are predetermined implications that relate process- (Figure 14) . Diagnostic subtasks--fault recognition, system physics, faults, and structure. An example of identification, and specification--take piace at , fault-association inference is different levels within this generalized structure. Each subtask is characterized by the type of analysis qtut,e > qsh¢ll and qxf > qshell "> principally employed to perform it. Fault recognition fault(inlet_waterbox, leak to atm).
is performed using discrepancy analysis. Fault identification is performed via fault-association analysis and meta-analysis, and fault specification is 4.5 REASONING CONTROL performed using meta-analysis and procedure look is then informed to expect the pump speed to double recognition activity is activated. If a discrepancy is and the "Exchange Heat" agent is informed to expect determined, then lower intermediate or ground the mass flow rate at tl, Ml(tl), to increase to agents are notified to initiate fault localization, 1.7 times the present mass flow rate Ml(t0). depending on where the discrepancy was determined.
The "Develop Fluid K.E." agent evaluates tile new
The notified agents generate and analyze additional pump speed, motor current, and differential pressure process-system information concerningthediagnosis, against expected behavior and concludes that the The diagnostic findings of these agents are then pump is operating as expected. However, the analyzed by higher level agents to determine the "Exchange Heat" agent recognizes the existence of a diagnosis. The diagnosis is either partially or fault when it determines that the new mass flow rate uniquely identified. If it is partially identified, the is 1.2 time the old mass flow rate instead of the partial diagnosis is specified along with data colexpected 1.7: lection methods that can be used to further develop the diagnosis. If the diagnosis is uniquely identified, Expected Change: Ml(tl)/Ml(t0) = 1.7 then it is specified and the diagnostic aid is Calculated Change: Ml(tl)/Ml(t0)= 1.2 quiescent.
Ml
An Example of Fault-Diagnostic
Reasoning
After recognizing a fault presence, the "Exchange Heat" agent sends a message to the heat exchanger Initially, time tO, the diagnostic aid is in a quiescent state polling the outside world to determine changes subparts (inbox, outbox, and tubes) to initiate fault localization. Each subpart generates additional state in system operation requirements or state variables. For this example at tl, the diagnostic aid is informed data which is analyzed to determine additional fault information. State generation and analysis is similar that the pump has been switched from mode 1 to for both waterboxes. Each waterbox determines that, mode 2 (Figure 15) . A mode change specifies a change in operational requirements. The mode based on the relative change in Ml, there is a change is interpreted by the "control fluid heat" agent potential for either the flow path being blocked or a which informs lower level agents of expected processprevious leak being plugged. Analysis of history analysis. Tube mass flow rate analysis alone is not enough to draw any conclusions. However, the tube Each part agent informs the "Exchange Heat" agent agent also evaluates and analyzes the heat rate relathat its analysis is complete. But the "Exchange Heat" tions. The heat rate for the tube and shell fluid are agent cannot identify the fault with certainty based on the collected data and generated information. It the user of the diagnosis and suggests some noninconcludes that there is a block fault and that the trusive nondestructive methods for collecting further fault is either in one or both of the waterboxes. The data that can be used to develop a more specific "Exchange Heat" agent informs its parent agent of its diagnosis. conclusions. The "Control Fluid Heat" agent informs
SUMMARY
We designate our approach and methodology for calculus, a qualitative calculus, predicate logic, and developing automated fault diagnostic aids as intelligent agents. multilevel-multiagent diagnostic aids. Our research in
• fault diagnosis grew out of our work in root-cause Representation scheme requirements are determined analysis (RCA). RCA consists of two major activiby analyzing the cognitive and process-system ties: fault diagnosis and root-cause evaluation (RCE).
knowledge. These requirements generate a specificaThe purpose of fault diagnosis is to determine plant tion which the representation scheme should satisfy. events and conditions that are associated with a
The representation scheme should provide methods specific symptom. Then RCE determines the cause of for representing and organizing information as well the events and condition, as methods for performing inference and reasoning control.
We use an engineering approach to develop intelligent aids. Intelligent systems modify the classical lifecycle approach to software system development by 5.1 KNOWLEDGE REQUIREMENTS requiring additional activities to be performed. In ISSUES our approach, we categorize these activities as 1) knowledge requirements determination, 2) model Some general conclusions about knowledge requireconstruction, and 3)representation scheme requii'emerits can be made: 1)Intelligent systems need ments development, knowledge of both the artifact reasoned about (process-system) and the reasoning task itself
The determination of knowledge requirements is (cognitive task); 2)each task contains knowledge fundamental to the development of any intelligent unique to itself and knowledge that is common to software system. This activity determines what some other cognitive tasks; 3) knowledge resolution information is needed in the problem-solving activity can effect the problem-solving performance,(a) and and how it is to be used. We group knowledge for 4) process-system knowledge exists in at least two fault diagnosis into two broad groups: cognitive task forms--quantitative and qualitative-which interact and process-system knowledge, during the process of problem solving.
Process-system knowledge uses plant (processsystem) state and event data to develop information 5.2 ACQUISITION OF PROCESSabout the plant's behavior. Cognitive task knowledge SYSTEM KNOWLEDGE uses process-system general and behavioral knowlProcess-system knowledge is acquired from system edge in addition to plant state and event data to documentation, operation and maintenance records, develop conclusions about the plant behavior. :
text books, and system experts. We present a method for knowledge acquisition that consists of two major • We chose models as the method to document knowlactivities: 1) problem definition and 2) model edge. Important issues concerning models are that construction. Problem definition determines process-1) they capture essential aspects of the reality 2) in an appropriate representation 3) in order to explore system structure, function, physics, constraints, and properties of the reality. For fault diagnosis the essential properties are knowledge of the process-(a) structure. This activity is performed by developing These hierarchies are developed by decomposing the . qualitative models from quantitative models and then physical system into functions and sub-functions analyzing the qualitative models in context of generally based on the notion of system and subsysconstraints and faults, tem. The function hierarchy is unique for each process-system. The structure once defined is static except for physical system design changes. However,
FAULT DIAGNOSIS REPRESEN-
values of the function attributes are dynamic.
TATION SCHEME REQUIRE-
MENTS
We view object hierarchies as "libraries of knowledge" containing generic information of objects By representation scheme we mean a language, shell, and function hierarchies as models of "designed or tool that is used to implement an information systems" knowledge containing information about a processing task in software. A representation scheme real world process-system ( Figure 13 ). Component consists of methods for representing information, instances exist in both hierarchies. organizing information, performing inference, and controlling reasoning.
Inference
Inference defines methods for knowledge computa-$. 3 .I Representation tion and provides the capability for performing Representation defines the methods for recording implication, inheritance, discrepancy analysis, and and interpreting information based on a defined fault association reasoning. syntax and semantics. The representation provides for documenting the process-system structure, function, Implication and inheritance are generic inference behavior, and knowledge of how to diagnose. The methods (reasoning task independent). Implication is representation methods that we use include a quantia logic operation that determines the truth of a logic tative calculus, qualitative calculus, structured logic, expression and is either goal or data directed. and agent objects. Each method has a set of features Inheritance inference propagates knowledge between defined as a set of operators and operands, classes, subclasses, and instances. Subtasks take place at different levels within the identified, the partial diagnosis is specified along function hierarchy. The diagnosis cycle is initiated with data collection methods that can be used to either by the notification of a change in the requirefurther develop the diagnosis. If the diagnosis is ments for the operation of the process-system or uniquely identified, then it is specified and the state vector collection. The reasoner when activated diagnostic aid is quiescent.
CONCLUSION
Our research indicates that a useful representation preliminary analysis indicates that this same scheme scheme can be developed employing function and may be useful in automating control tasks. Also, object hiex'archies, task required inference, and task because of ,*1_6 concurrency of node execution, soft-, specified reasoning control. Hierarchies provide a ware systems developed using this representation structure for representing generic and specific scheme can be parallelized and distributed. physical system know!edge as well as organizing • process behavioral and task knowledge. Formal The next phase of this research is to develop a modeling of the reasoning task determines the prototype. The prototype system has been specified required task inference and c6ztrol, and we are presently developing knowledge models of the components and system. This research has focused on the use of the representation scheme for fault diagnosis. However,
